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Strengthen

The Industrial Revolution, causing movement of people from the coun- 5. Orthodoxy
tryside to cities, overcrowding and poverty.
6.Ardent
The first petition on woman’s suffrage present to Parliament
7. Conform
8. Reinforce
9. Inevitable
10. Utopia
11. Dystopia
12. Prevalent
13. Misogyny
14. Patriarchal
15. Sentiment
16. Authoritarian
17. Ingrained

The New Poor Laws

The marriage of Queen Victoria and Albert of Saxe-Coburg

The Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels

Edwardian Era or ‘Golden Age’

Women over 30 with property qualifications get the right to vote.

Women are given universal suffrage: The Equal Franchise Act

The Labour Party (under Atlee) win the General Election

Shared parental leave is introduced: 8% take-up

Libby Lane elected as the first female C of E Bishop

The gender pay gap is 18%
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Tyrannical

22. Submission
23. Activists
24. Tyrants
25. Totalitarian

The belief that produce and wealth should be shared

The belief that wealth should be kept by individuals

Unavailability, lack, absence of something

Socialism

Capitalism

Want

27. Ideological

28. Innovation
29. Abate

Expressing strong emotion

Asking a question

Expressing a direct request

2. Exclamative

3. Interrogative

4. Imperative

16. Quantifiers
17. Infinitive verb
18. Imperative verb
19. Modal verb
20. Auxiliary verb

For, and, nor, but, or, yet, so, after, although, because, if, until, when

5. Conjunction

13. Article

12. Conjunction

11. Adverbials

10. Adverb of time

9. Adverb

8. Pronoun

7. Superlative adj

6. Comparative adj

5. Adjective

4. Verb

Has two or more main clauses joined by a ‘FANBOY’ (co-ordinating conjunction)
Has a main clause and one or more subordinate clauses
Can stand alone as a complete sentence; has a verb and a subject
Will not make sense alone; is dependent on a main clause

Decrease

Invention

Ethical

Produced

Protesters

Obedience

Outrage

3. Abstract noun

2. Concrete noun

1. Noun

14. Parallelism

13. Anecdote

12. Pathos

11. Confirmatio

10. Exordium

9. Metaphor

8. Juxtaposition

4. Tricolon

3. Hypophora

1. Compound sentence
2. Complex sentence
3. Main clause
4. Subordinate clause

G. Clauses and conjunctions

26. Bourne

Stating an idea or transferring information

1. Declarative

F. Sentence functions

Cruel rulers

21. Indignation

Hatred of women

Misogyny

Duty

20. Obligation

Cruel, unjust, harsh and authoritarian treatment; being
pushed down.

Violence

19. Militancy

Going against a rule or law

Oppression

Standards

Deeply rooted

Tyrannical

Feeling

Ruled by men

Hatred of women

Common

The worst world

An ideal world

Bound to happen

Free and equal

Limit / restrict

Transgression

18. Norms

Listing without conjunctions (usually with commas)

6. Asyndetic listing
7. Syndetic listing

Strong, passionate
Obey / follow

4. Egalitarian

D. Key Concepts

Repetition at the start of sentences or phrases

5. Anaphora

Belief

3. Confine

The Gunpowder Plot

Used in forming tenses: to be, to have, to do

Indicate how much of something exists.
To + verb (e.g. to walk / to run)
A verb without a pronoun; gives a command
Indicate possibility (e.g. could, should, would)

The / a

Joins clauses together

Phrases to describe place, time, manner

Describes how long, when or how often

Describes a verb or adjective

Replaces a noun

Usually ends in –est

Usually ends in –er

Describes a noun

A word of doing, feeling or being

An idea / concept / feeling

Something you can see / touch

A person, place or thing

E. Word classes

Using grammatically similar constructions e.g. Not
only…. but also…

A short factual amusing or interesting story

Sympathy or sadness

Supporting evidence

Introduction

Describing an object or actions as something it
isn’t

Putting two opposite ideas near to each other

Listing with conjunctions (usually ‘and’)

Three words or phrases used together for effect

A question raised and answered by the writer

A question asked to criticise the listener / reader

Death of Elizabeth 1, accession of James I

A question asked without expecting an answer

1605

2. Epiplexis

1603

1. Rhetorical question

2. Subvert

Daemonologie written by James, the future king
Go against

1. Perpetuate

Elizabeth I crowned as the Queen of England
Spread

C. Non-fiction devices

1597

B. Vocabulary

Transgression and Oppression

1559

A. Context

Topic/Skill
Linear
Sequence
Term

Definition/Tips
A number pattern with a common
difference.
Each value in a sequence is called a ter m.

Term-to-term
rule

A rule which allows you to find the next
term in a sequence if you know the previous term.

nth term

A rule which allows you to calculate the
term that is in the nth position of the sequence.
Also known as the ‘position-to-term’ rule.

Finding the nth
term of a linear
sequence

n r efer s to the position of a ter m in a sequence.
1. Find the difference.
2. Multiply that by
3. Substitute
to find out what number you need to add or subtract to get the
first number in the sequence.

Fibonacci type
sequences

A sequence where the next number is found
by adding up the previous two terms

Example
2, 5, 8, 11… is a linear sequence
In the sequence 2, 5, 8, 11…, 8 is the
third term of the sequence.
First term is 2. Term-to-term rule is ‘add
3’
Sequence is: 2, 5, 8, 11…
nth term is
The 100th term is

Find the nth term of: 3, 7, 11, 15…
1. Difference is +4
2. Start with
3.
to get 3.

, so we need to subtract 1

nth term =
The Fibonacci sequence is:

An example of a Fibonacci-type sequence is:
Geometric
Sequence

A sequence of numbers where each term is
found by multiplying the previous one by a
number called the common ratio, r.

An example of a geometric sequence is:

The common ratio is 5
Another example of a geometric sequence is:

The common ratio is
Quadratic
Sequence

Expand

A sequence of numbers where the second
difference is constant.
A quadratic sequence will have a
term.
To expand a bracket, multiply each term in
the bracket by the expr ession outside the
bracket.
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A base is any substance that reacts
with an acid to form a salt and water only

Alkalis e.g. sodium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide

Base

Examples of soluble bases
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A visual guide to show the correct
proportions, which should be consumed daily, of each food group

A diet consisting of the correct proportion of each of the food groups,
as well as enough water

A substance required to help food
travel through the digestive system,
found in fruits, vegetables and grains

A substance required for healthy skin
and replace water lost through sweat
and urine

A unit of measurement for energy,
gained by the human body from food

Eat Well
Guide

Balanced
Diet

Fibre

Water

Calories

Key Words

URBANISATION is the increase in people living in towns and cities. This causes URBAN GROWTH which is the increase in land area covered by cities.
•1950: >33% of the world’s population lived in urban areas.
•2015: 55% of the world’s population lived in urban areas.
•2050: it is predicted 70% of the world’s population will live in urban areas.
WHY?
•Natural increase. If a country has a higher birth rate than death rate, the population will naturally increase. This type of population is often
found in stages 2 and 3 of the DTM where there is a high number of young adults (18-35 years) who are having lots of children and few older
people who are dying due to improved healthcare. Therefore urban growth is common in NEEs.

•Rural to urban migration. The movement of people from the countryside to cities. It is caused by push factors (pushing people out of rural areas) and pull factors (pulling people to cities).
PUSH FACTORS

PULL FACTORS

•Farming is hard and poorly paid •Natural disasters (e.g. floods and earthquakes) •Use of machinery in farming = less people needed to
word = unemployment •Dry land in rural areas
caused by desertification = land cannot be
farmed •Fewer doctors, hospitals, schools and
transportation routes

•More highly skilled, better paid jobs •Range of
entertainment opportunities •More and better
doctors and hospitals •More schools and better
education •Better transportation routes/public
transport

High rates of urbanisation are leading to the growth of megacities. A megacity is an urban area with
over 10 million people living there (e.g. Mumbai in India). There are now 34 megacities in the world, with
more than 65% in LICs and NEEs. More megacities are expected to emerge in Asia and Africa by 2030.
Urban growth in Rio de Janeiro has created many social and economic opportunities:
Opportunity
Jobs

Evidence in Rio

Jobs with higher wages
(tertiary)

•Rio provides >6% of all jobs in Brazil. •Rio is home to many manufacturing industries, (pharmaceuticals, clothing, furniture and processed
foods) and service industries (banking, insurance). •As Rio grows there
are many jobs in construction

Economic
growth

•The growth of urban industrial areas can increase economic development. It will attract businesses to the area.

Better access
to education

•Rio provide grants to poor families to encourage children to attend
school. •Rio have many volunteers who help in schools. •There are
adult classes to help adults gain skills = better jobs

Better access
to services

•Rio has a new nuclear generator and hydro-electric power station =
more energy produced. •60km of new electricity lines = better access
to energy •By 2014, 95% of Rio had access to a mains water supply.
This was due to 7 new water treatment plants and 300km of new water
pipes being laid. •12 new sewage works have been built and 5km of

RIO DE JANEIRO is located in Guanabara Bay, on the
south-east coast of Brazil. It lies next to the Atlantic
Ocean. It is the cultural capital of Brazil and 2nd
largest city, with a population of 12.5 million.

It has a growing global importance as an industrial
and finance centre. It hosted the 2014 World Cup,
2016 Olympics and annually the Rio Carnival. Many
people have moved to Rio from rural Brazil and
wider countries, including South Korea, China, UK,
USA, Portugal (due to shared language), Argentina
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Sans - without
Souvent - often
Tchatter – to chat
Tout le temps – all the time
Travailler – to work
Trouver – to find
Rester – to stay
Se connecter – to connect

It is me
It is you
It is him
It is her
Key vocabulary
There is
It is
We (informally) have
C’est moi
C’est toi
C’est lui
C’est elle
Il y a
C’est
On a

Avec moi
Avec toi
Sans lui
Sans elle

Contacter – to contact
Dégoûtant – disgusting
Dépendant – dependent
Devenir – to become
En cas d’urgence – in case of emergency
Le GPS - satnav
Gratuit(e) – free (of charge)
Illégalement - illegally
Le mail - email
Mettre en marche – to start, to switch on
Eteindre – to turn off, to swtich off
Sans – without
Se servir de – to use
Le smartphone - smartphone
Télécharger – to download
Le texto – text (message)
Object pronouns
With me
With you
Without you
Without her
Lent(e) - Slow
Marcher - to work
Ne…plus - no more, no longer
Nouveau/ nouvelle - new
Portable - mobile phone
Pratique - practical, handy
Rapide - fast
Souris - mouse
Super - great
Tablette – tablet (computer)
Très - very
Utiliser – to use
C’est démodé - it is old fashioned
C’est branché – it is trendy
Vieux/ vieille - old
Vraiment - really

Vous faites – you do (formal and plural)
Ils font – they do
Elles font – they do (females)
Social networks
Blogger – to blog
Des centaines – hundreds
Connaître – to know (someone)
Croire – to believe
Devoir – to have to, must
Dire – to say, to tell
En train de – in the process of
Envoyer – to send
Exprimer – to exppress
Faire confance à – to trust
Faire partie de – to belong to
Forum de discussion – internet forum
Grâce à – thanks to
Isolé(e) – isolated
Montrer – to show
Passer – to spend time/ to pass on
Passer des commentaires - to make comments
Permettre – to allow
La réalité – reality
Remplir un formulaire – to fill in a form
Le réseau social – social network
Savoir – to know a fact
Sondage - survey
Le sujet - topic
Virtuel - virtual

Vous allez – you go (plural and formal)
Ils vont – they go
Elles vont – they go (females)
Time phrases
Tous les jours – everyday
Souvent – often
Quelques fois - sometimes
Rarement - rarely
Jamais - never
Let’s keep in touch
Au moins – at least
Les autres – (the) others
Avec - with
Communiquer – to communicate
Discuter – to discuss
Ecrire – to write
En ligne – online
Le montage photo – photo montage
Partager – to share
Penser – to think
Regarder – to watch

Ça me suffit – that’s enough for me

Nous allons – we go

Avoir raison – to be right

Dernier/dernière - last, latest

Lecteur MP3 – MP3

Elle fait – she does

Elle va – she goes

L’application – application

Bon marché- cheap

Nous faisons – we do

Il fait – he does

Il va – he goes

L’agenda – diary

Cher/ chère - dear

Avoir tort – to be wrong

Tu fais – you do

Tu vas – you go

Accro - addicted

How often do you use it?

Assez - quite

Mobile technology

Gadget - gadget

Je fais – I do

Faire – to do/to make

Je vais – I go

Aller – to go

Important irregular verbs
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meist – mostly, usually
missbrauchen – to misuse
Die Nachricht – message
Der Nutzer – user
Das Passwort – password

tun – to do

sich treffen – to meet
Der Treffpunkt – meeting place

Sport treiben – to do sport
teilen – to share

Das soziale Netzwerk – social network

Die Sicherheit – security

schicken – to send

lehrreich – educational

Die kalte Schulter – cold shoulder
lebensnotwendig – vital

Das Datum – date
Der Einfluss – influence
Der Einkauf – purchase
Die E-mail – email
Das Erlebnis - experience

Der Inhalt – content
kostenlos – free of charge

rund um die Uhr – 24/7
rund um die Welt – around the world

beunruhigend – worrying
Der Brief – letter

informiert – informed

erzählen – to tell
geheim halten – to keep secret
ignorieren – to ignore
isolierend – isolating

Die Beleidigung – insult

deshalb – therefore
ebenfalls – as well
entweder..oder – either ..or
Die Gefahr – danger
gleich – same, equal

funktionieren – to function
furchtbar – terrible
Die Gruppe – group
hochladen – to upload
In Kontakt bleiben – to keep in
touch
Der Laptop – laptop

peinlich – embarrassing
privat – private
Der Ratschlag – piece of advice
regelmäƁig – regularly

der Zweck - purpose
Sicherheit im Internet
alarmierend – alarming
Der AuƁenseiter – outsider
Die Bedrohung – threat

Der Beruf – job, profession
berühmt – famous
Daten – data

erleben – to experience
Der Fanatiker – fan
Die Freundschaft – friendship

lieber – rather
Meiner Meinung nach – in my
opinion
Das Mitglied – member
Das Mobbing – bullying
morgen – tomorrow
praktisch – practical
schnell – quick, fast

das Festnetz - landline
filmen – to film
die Folge – consequence
glatt – smooth, sleek
der Identitätsklau identity theft
die Kette – chain
leistungsstark – powerful
der Missbrauch – misuse
das Opfer – victim
in der Regel – in general
der Scherz – joke
die Schlägerei – fight
Selbstmord begehen –
to commit suicide
unerwünscht – unwanted
wechseln – to change

unkontollierbar - uncontollable

vorsichtig – careful
Das Zeichen – character
zerstören – to destroy

beliebt - popular

Der Wecker – alarm clock

nötig – necessary
Das stimmt – that’s right

sich konzentrieren – to concentrate

gewiss – certain
jederzeit
Der Klingelton – ringtone

blöd – stupid
Das Dings – thingy
einmal – once
Das Geld – money
Das Gerät – device, gadget

Der Anschluss – connection
besonders – especially

Trends in der mobilen
Handywelt
altmodisch – old fashioned

verheimlichen – to hide
veröffentlichen – to publish
zeigen – to show

In Verbindung mit – in contact
with

unterhaltsam – entertaining

die Erfindung – invention

Die Technologie – technology

verschieden – various, different

aufpassen – to watch out/take care

Das Cybermobbing – cyber bullying
drauƁen – outside

im Internet surfen – to
surf the internet

Mein Handy ist meine
Welt – my phone is my
world

damals – then

schlimm – bad
Der Schutz – protection
sofort – immediately

täglich – daily
unbekannt - unknown
unerfahren – inexperienced

Ändern – to change

beherrschen – to master
betroffen – affected
breit – wide, broad

akzeptieren – to accept

Die Rolle – role

die Anwendung – app

Handys – das Gute und
das Schlechteste.

Das Computerspiel – computer game

Der Spitzname – nickname

riskant – risky

neulich – recently

sicher – sure, safe, secure
Die SMS – text

mobben – to bully

schützen – to protect

chatten – to chat

Bist du Facebook –Fan ?

virtuell - virtual

ausgehen – to go out

benutzten – to use

verbringen – to spend

ungesund – unhealthy

Die Aktivität - activity

Soziale Medien
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When there is more than one
soloist. Concertino = the soloists

Concerto Grosso

Melody lines are very decorative – e.g. trills

Melody lines are equal in
length – usually 4 or 8 bars.

A short motif (bit of melody)
repeats slightly higher or lower each time in a pattern

Music is in major or minor key
without any ‘clashing’ chords

The music changes key frequently (e.g. from major to
minor to major)

Music is only ‘forte’ – because
all instruments are playing or
‘piano’ because only one instrument is playing

Ornamentation

Balanced phrases

Sequence

Diatonic

Modulate / Modulation

Terraced

polyphonic (or contrapuntal)

Many lines of music
(melodies) are interweaving in
and out of each other

Small. Always.

Size of Orchestra

Dynamics

Recorder, oboe, trumpet, violin

Typical Solo instruments

Ripieno = The Accompaniment

The harpsichord and cello that
always accompany a Baroque
Concerto

Continuo

The Concerto in the Baroque Period 1600-1750 – Bach

An unaccompanied virtuosic
(very difficult to play) solo passage - improvised
Melodies are equal in length –4
or 8 bars.
A short melody that repeats
slightly higher or lower each
time in a pattern
Fast melodies made up of
patterns that move higher and
lower in scales
A melody that is made up of
short ‘chunks’ that seem to
question and answer each other
Music is in major or minor key
without any ‘clashing’ chords
Volume gets gradually louder
and softer throughout
Clear melody with a simple accompaniment (chords/
sustained notes) underneath

Cadenza

Balanced phrases
Sequence

Scalic

Question and

Diatonic
Crescendo and Diminuendo
Homophonic/
Melody
+Accompaniment

Answer

Clarinet, flute, trombone,
French horn

The orchestra is generally larger in the Classical period (but
not by much)

Size of Orchestra

More woodwind /
Brass instruments

A new development in the Classical Period

The Piano

The Concerto in the Classical Period 1750-1820 - Mozart

Very wide range of emotions
from ppp to fff and lots of gradual crescendo and diminuendo
in between – to add emotion
Clear melody with a simple accompaniment (chords/
sustained notes) underneath

Very
wide
range
Homophonic

The tempo gradually speeds up
and slows down – to add emotion
Rubato

Music sometimes includes
chords outside of the scale –
can sound ‘clashing’ – to add
emotion

Sliding between notes – to add
emotion
Glissando

Chromatic

Using notes not in the scale –
all the black and white notes on
the keyboard

French Horn and Cello often
used as solo

Piccolo flute, tuba

Chromatic

New
instruments

Percussion (Timpani, cymbals,
trinagle) – to add emotion

Could play much higher and
lower and more dramatic dynamics

The
Piano

The instruments (especially the
soloists) have to p lay much
harder music – faster, wider
range, more dynamics

Virtuosic

The Concerto in the Romantic Period 1750-1820 – Brahms
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Key Vocabulary
Developing counrty: Poor or primative country that is devloping better economic and social conditions (3rd world country)
Malnutrition: The effects of not having a balenced diet which
results in a lack of vital nutrients
Poverty cycle: People are poor, cannot afford education, so
have low-paid and unskilled jobs. They cannot escape from
poverty
Debt: Money you owe to someone else or money owed by
one conutry to another
G8 Countries: Group of countries pursuing economic cooperation. USA, Canada, Japan, France, UK, Italy and Russia
Disease: Illness that may cause early death, disfiguement or
disability
Vaccination: Protects against disease by injecting with vaccine
(to immunise)
Primary Health Care: Prevention of illness – better to prevent
than trying to cure
Aid: Help sent to countries in need either in an emergency or
over long term
Short –Term Aid: emergency aid sent because of a disaster like
an earthquake
Long-Term Aid: Aid spread over many years with the goal of
self-reliance to those receiving it

Debt
Debt is an increasing problem. Paying interest back on diverts money from where it is needed and Western banks do not want to cancel the debts.

Population
Many people blame developing countries for large populations, but
in the top 23 nations only 11 could really be regarded as developing/ poor countries.

Education
Many children receive little or no education. Education is one way
to escape the poverty trap. Education enables people to have a say
in the way their communities and governments are run.

Disease and Health
Primary health care is important. It is far better to prevent to prevent illness than to try to cure it. Many governments are working
closely with aid agencies to improve medical care. The focus of
many projects is mother and baby care.

Short term aid
Short –term aid is emergency aid sent to an area that has
been affected by a disaster.
Shelter for refugees fleeing from war

The world
There are many differences between countries
throughout the world. What people in the UK would
call a ‘basic’ would often be a luxury in a developing
country.
The five basic needs:
Food
Water
Health
Education
Work
Some 80% of the worlds population have 20% of the
worlds resources = which means 20% of the worlds
population have 80% of the worlds resources. The
world has enough for everyone’s needs. Not everyone is GREEDY, yet people still die of HUNGER!!

Aircraft aid and medicine to flooded areas
Emergency operations to clean up buried areas and look for
survivors
Food to keep victims alive
Water kits to purify unclean drinking water
landmine clearing teams to make areas safe

Long term aid
Long –term aid is help to an area for many years that help
that place and its people be self-sufficient and reliant for a
better future.
Basic equipment given to farmers to establish a food resource
Medical aid programme to prevent illness
Building materials provided to provide safe and adequate
housing
Training to teach others skills needed for better jobs
Education programmes to teach the future.
Agencies in the UK support projects in a developing country working with groups like the local church. Many Christians see the exchange of ideas as a way forward.
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